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Abstract
As rising numbers of inverter-based resources (IBRs), largely from wind, solar, and battery energy storage systems are deployed in power systems around 
the world, their contribution to the grid and the demand for services from them are undergoing transformation. To maintain grid stability and reliability, 
the participation of IBRs in some of the services will be critical. IBRs have the capability to provide some of these grid services such as operating reserves, 
planning reserves, and voltage support. The procurement and deployment of the services can be implemented either as mandatory interconnection 
requirements or as market products.

This report provides a comprehensive overview of both current and emerging opportunities for IBRs within bulk power systems and electricity markets. It 
concentrates on the reliability services (ancillary services) of the bulk power system, with a special emphasis on the ability of variable energy resources, like 
wind and solar, to deliver these services. It presents a thorough examination of both traditional and emerging ancillary services within the bulk power 
system, discussing the potential roles for IBRs. This includes technical definitions and characteristics, contemporary performance criteria, and 
compensation mechanisms for each of the identified services.

Variable resources such as wind and solar have the technical and control capability to provide most grid services; however, they rarely do in practice due to 
eligibility rules, grid operator confidence and forecast uncertainty, and for economic reasons. Further actions may be necessary to investigate these 
barriers further and explore the potential benefits of more robust participation from these resources across the globe.

Keywords

Ancillary services
Inverter based resources (IBRs)
Reliability services
Variable energy resources (VERs)
Wholesale electricity markets
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Executive Summary
Deliverable Number: 3002029347
Product Type: Technical Report
Product Title: Review of Grid Reliability Services from Variable Energy Resources (VERs) and Inverter Based Resources (IBRs)

Primary Audience: This report is intended for general audiences interested in grid reliability services from variable energy resources and 
inverter-based resources, such as developers and operators of these resources

Secondary Audience: Secondary users include system and market operators and entities that procure grid services

KEY RESEARCH QUESTION

As rising numbers of inverter-based resources (IBRs), largely from wind, solar, and battery energy storage systems are deployed in power 
systems around the world, their role on the grid is changing and the services needed from them have evolved. This study explored the technical 
capability for these resources to provide grid services, such as such as operating reserves, planning reserves, and voltage support, and methods 
to procure and deploy IBRs for these services. 

RESEARCH OVERVIEW 

This study presents a review grid services and deployment methods in markets across North America, developed through a desktop review of 
public materials and a consolidation of previous research conducted by EPRI on this topic. 

14150376
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Executive Summary
KEY FINDINGS
 Maintaining future grid stability and reliability hinges on IBRs providing some of the services currently (or formerly) provided by synchronous 

generators

 The procurement and deployment of grid services can be implemented either as mandatory interconnection requirements or as market 
products. 

 Procurement and compensation mechanisms can consider the costs of provision

 At the same time, future energy markets are likely to change. Procurement methods may need to adapt to new conditions and price signals

WHY THIS MATTERS

Research Value: This report provides a foundational understanding of how IBRs and VERs can contribute to the spectrum of grid reliability 
services today and into the future.

EPRI CONTACT: Erik G. Ela, Program Manager, Electricity Market Design and Operation, eela@epri.com

PROGRAMS: Electricity Market Design and Operation, P246; Transmission Operations, P39; Transmission Planning, P40; Bulk System Integration 
of Renewables and Distributed Energy Resources, P173

14150376
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Introduction
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Variable Energy 
Resources

Inverter Based 
Resources

• Also called intermittent resources

• Primarily wind and solar generation

• Output fluctuates and cannot be 
predicted with perfect accuracy

• Inverter: a power electronic device that 
converts direct current (dc) electricity to 
alternating current (ac) electricity

• Primarily wind, solar, and storage resources

• Inverter can generally respond faster than 
mechanical systems

• Do not provide inherent synchronous inertia 
or system strength

Increases in production variability and 
forecast uncertainty may increase the 
need for several grid services

Inverter technology can benefit system 
reliability, reduce operating costs and 
provide an additional revenue opportunity

14150376
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Types of IBRs

NERC  [1]: defines IBRs as resources that include
 Type 3 and Type 4 wind turbines
 Solar PV
 Batter Energy Storage Resources
 HVDC circuits
 Flexible AC transmission system devices (e.g. synchronous compensators, static volt-

ampere reactive compensators)

14150376
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Differences between IBRs and Synchronous Generation

Inverter Based Resources

 Driven by power electronics and software
 No natural inertial energy
 Very low fault current
 Very fast and flexible ramping
 Very fast power control
 Capable of providing grid reliability services
 Dispatchable based on available 

Power/energy
 Sensitive power electronics switches

Synchronous Generation 

 Driven by physical machine properties
 Large rotating natural inertial energy
 High fault current
 Provide ramp capability at varying levels
 Inherent inertial energy injection
 Generally provide essential grid reliability 

services in practice
 Dispatchable between minimum and 

maximum limits
 Rugged equipment tolerant to extremes

14150376
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Grid following (GFL) vs Grid forming (GFM) control

Grid Following (GFL) 
 Maintain a constant output current 

phasor to control the active and reactive 
power injected by the IBR into the 
network in the sub-transient to transient 
timeframe.

 They are inherently dependent on grid 
strength and cannot operate in islanded 
mode or provide black-start capabilities

Grid Forming (GFM) 
 Maintain a constant internal voltage phasor 

and frequency, which is controlled to maintain 
synchronism with other devices and to 
regulate IBR active and reactive power in the 
sub-transient to transient timeframe.

 Can provide black start and continue operation 
even in thein the absence of synchronous 
generators.

Time scale Grid Following (GFL) Grid Forming (GFM) 
Sub-transient Constant output current for P/Q control Constant output voltage for V/f control
Transient Active and reactive power control Voltage and frequency control
Steady – state May follow the same droop characteristics

[2] Grid Forming Inverters EPRI Tutorial (2023). EPRI, Palo Alto, CA: 2023. 3002028090. For more, see: https://sites.google.com/view/unifi-consortium/publications 
14150376
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Wind

StorageSolar

 Other Terms:
– VRE: Variable Renewable Energy
– IPR: Intermittent Power 

Resource
– DIR and DVER: Dispatchable 

Intermittent Resource and 
Dispatchable Variable Energy 
Resource

– ZFCR: Zero Fuel Cost Resource
– GFM and GFL: Grid forming 

inverters and grid following 
inverters

What’s in a name?

Generally, Grid Services = Ancillary Services = Essential Reliability Services14150376

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This slide aims to differentiate between terminologies that may appear related when discussing IBRs.
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Grid Services and IBRs: Is it an odd couple?

Grid needs are 
evolving

Technologies that 
contribute to grid 
needs are evolving

Some grid codes 
require IBR/VER 

contribution

Markets for service 
provision can provide 

additional revenue

Technical control capabilities are not a barrier!

Lack of confidence from 
system operators
• Can operators trust in VERs/IBRs 

in performing services?

Lack of (or understanding 
of) economic value 
• Can VER/IBR reduce costs and 

earn profit from grid services?

Power System Transformation Key Remaining Challenges

14150376

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
- On the left-hand side, we are illustrating why we are considering emerging technology to support the grid in ways we haven't previously thought. The reasons include evolving grid needs, the increasing role of emerging technologies, and the potential for these technologies to provide essential services.��- On the right-hand side are the two largest remaining challenges for these types of technologies to provide grid services.��- The motivation for this work lies in the critical need, yet there still exist a number of barriers.
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Grid Services Overview

14150376

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Grid reliability services play a pivotal role in maintaining the balance between supply and demand, safeguarding against disruptions, and ensuring uninterrupted power delivery. In this section, we will provide a high-level overview of grid services (ancillary services) and their classifications. We will also touch upon some of the relevant NERC standards that influence the definitions of several ancillary service products.
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Those services that are necessary to support the transmission of capacity 
and energy from resources to loads while maintaining reliable operation of 
the Transmission Service Provider's transmission system in accordance with 
good utility practice

Defined in FERC Order 888 (1996)

Additional services may support distribution system reliability but are not 
the focus of this report.

Typically focused on transmission system

Subset of services have revenue 
sources

Ancillary Services
Ancillary services are services used in electric power systems to 
ensure the operational reliability of the bulk power system

Some services have competitive auctions where suppliers are paid a 
competitive price for providing the service.

14150376

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
- Ancillary services ensure the operational reliability of the bulk power system. Due to transmission open access in Order 888, (FERC) came up with.��- Historically, services that may support distribution system reliability have not been considered in the lists used if those services do not also support transmission system reliability. ��- Within the broader category of ancillary services, there is a subset of services that generate revenue. So, this is a motivation for resources including IBRs to provide some of these services. Specifically, some of these services involve competitive auctions where suppliers (providers of the ancillary service) receive payment based on a competitive pricing mechanism. 

https://www.ferc.gov/industries-data/electric/industry-activities/open-access-transmission-tariff-oatt-reform/history-oatt-reform/order-no-888
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Ancillary Services
Instantaneous events

Operating 
Reserve

Regulating 
Reserve

Contingency 
Reserve

Flexibility 
Reserve

Ramping 
Reserve

Correct the current ACE

Manual (Part of Optimal Dispatch)

Longer duration events

Secondary

Tertiary

Secondary

Tertiary

Stabilize Frequency

Return Frequency to nominal 
and/or ACE to zero

Bring back to n-1 secure 
state

Return Frequency to 
nominal  and/or ACE to zero

Bring back to secure state

Automatic (Within Optimal Dispatch)

Correct the anticipated ACE

Non-
Event

Event

Primary

Inertia Reduce ROCOF

Volt/Reactive 
Control/Reserve

Static Dynamic

Black Start 
Restoration

Planning 
Reserve

ICAP Flexible 
Capacity

Short circuit 
Contribution

[3] Ancillary Services in the United States: Technical Requirements, Market Designs and Price Trends. EPRI, Palo Alto, CA: 2019. 3002015670.
14150376

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
- Additional services under operating reserves are either newly introduced based on new needs or disaggregated components of one of the services on FERC’s list.��- Operating reserve services can be categorized in many different ways, with the figure shown here being one example. The diagram illustrates services split by event – large in magnitude, rare in occurrence, with magnitude and probability thresholds differing by system – and non-event – needs that occur regularly during normal conditions.��- The presented figure provides an overall representation of the interdependencies, if any, between the different services, which may have different terminologies in different regions.
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Operating Reserves [2]

 Resources with different technical characteristics are deployed 
based on their response times, usually arranged from the quickest 
to the slowest.
 Contingency Reserves

– Spinning Reserves
– Non-Spinning Reserves/Supplemental Reserves
 Regulating Reserves

– During normal operations, reserves are requires to meetrandom 
variations in net load and to minimize the Balancing Area Control error 
(ACE).

14150376
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Operating Reserves (continued)

 Frequency Responsive Reserves
– Inertial Response
– Primary Frequency Response (PFR)
– Fast Frequency Response (FFR)
 Ramping Reserves and Flexibility Reserves

– Least well defined of the reserve products
– Explicitly included in some regions as a product; other times may be 

embedded in other products
– Time horizon and objective of product varies

14150376
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2011 2012 2016 2018 2018

Order 755
Requires wholesale 
power markets to 

ensure proper 
compensation of 

performance-based 
frequency 

regulation which 
included that lost 
opportunity costs

Order 764
Includes 

requirements for 
intra-hour 

scheduling, 
acknowledging that 
hourly scheduling 

might result in 
greater imbalance 

charges to VERs

Order 827
Requires all newly 

interconnecting 
technologies include 

the capability to 
provide reactive 

power and voltage 
support.

Order 841
Requires ISOs to adjust 

market participation 
rules to allow for 
energy storage 

resources to be able to 
participate in ancillary 
services that they are 
capable of providing

Order 842
Requires all newly 

interconnecting 
resources to have 

frequency response 
capabilities

FERC has sought to revise ancillary service requirements
FERC Orders impact the development of NERC Standards, which are applicable in Canada, and influence the development of 
industry practices across North America

Order 2222
Requires ISOs to 

enable participation 
of distributed 

energy resource 
aggregations to 

participate in 
energy, ancillary 

services and 
capacity markets

2022

14150376

https://www.ferc.gov/sites/default/files/2020-06/OrderNo.755.pdf
https://www.ferc.gov/sites/default/files/2020-06/OrderNo.764.pdf
https://www.ferc.gov/sites/default/files/2020-04/E-1_72.pdf
https://www.ferc.gov/media/order-no-841
https://www.ferc.gov/sites/default/files/2020-06/Order-842.pdf
https://www.ferc.gov/ferc-order-no-2222-explainer-facilitating-participation-electricity-markets-distributed-energy
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Relevant NERC Standards
 BAL-001-2: Control Performance Standard 1 (CPS1) and the 

Balancing Authority ACE Limit (BAAL) [4]. Impact: Regulating 
Reserve

 BAL-002-3: The Disturbance Control Standard (DCS) includes 
minimum holding requirement, recovery times, and restoration 
times. Impact: Contingency (Secondary and Tertiary, spinning 
and nonspinning) Reserve

 BAL-003-2: Frequency Response Obligation (FRO) requires 
minimum frequency response from BAAs. Impact: Contingency 
(Primary) Reserve

 VAR-001-5: Voltage levels are maintained within acceptable 
limits. Impact: Voltage control

 EOP-005-3: requires plans for restoration based on a balancing 
area’s black start resources. Impact: Black start service

 FERC Order 901: New or modified reliability standards [5]. 
Addresses: reliability gaps related to IBRs: data sharing; model 
validation; planning and operational studies; and performance 
requirements.

14150376

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
- Ancillary services are subject to oversight by federal, regional and state regulators. Requirements of regulatory agencies include aspects of the definition of these services, quantities of the service that are required at a minimum, and how market-based and other compensation mechanisms are established and modified.��- The NERC enforces mandatory reliability standards for the United States and voluntary reliability standards for other jurisdictions in North America. The definitions of several ancillary service products are influenced through NERC reliability standards. For example, the Control Performance Standard and the Balancing Authority ACE limit standard relates regulating reserves and there are some other listed which are related to some of the other grid services.��- FERC through the most recent Order 901 has asked NERC to develop new or modified Reliability Standards that address reliability gaps related to inverter-based resources in the following areas: data sharing; model validation; planning

https://www.ferc.gov/media/e-1-rm22-12-000
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FERC Order 901 Summary

 Issued October 19, 2023 
 Directs NERC to submit a detailed standards development plan to 

address inverter-based resource reliability gaps in four areas [3]
– Data sharing
– Model validation
– Planning and operational studies
– Performance requirements
 Informational filing with comprehensive work plan submitted on 

January 17, 2024
 New or modified standards to be submitted by November 2026

14150376

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In this slide, we present a summary of FERC Order 901, which mandates the development of reliability standards for IBRs.

https://www.ferc.gov/media/e-1-rm22-12-000
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FERC Order 901: Need

 Several incidents have highlighted shortcomings in the Reliability 
Standards pertaining to IBRs.
 The measures currently being taken are inadequate for mitigating 

the reliability risks associated with IBRs.
 The present Reliability Standards fail to sufficiently                    

cover the reliability risks related to IBRs.

14150376
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IBR Reliability Gaps – Data Sharing 

 The Reliability Standards must require that generator, 
transmission, and distribution providers to share data with 
planners, coordinators, operators, and authorities to predict IBRs' 
impact on bulk power system.

Registered IBRs data sharing
Disturbance monitoring data
Unregistered IBR and IBR-DER data sharing

14150376
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IBR Reliability Gaps – Model Validation

 The Reliability Standards must require that comprehensive, 
validated, timely IBR models for planners, coordinators, operators, 
and authorities to predict IBRs’ (registered and unregistered IBRs 
individually and in the aggregate, as well as IBR-DERs in the 
aggregate) impact on bulk power system.
– Industry-approved generic component models
– Verification of IBR plant dynamic model performance
– Validating and updating system models
– Coordination to create and update planning, operational, and 

interconnection-wide data and models

14150376
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IBR Reliability Gaps – Planning and Operational Studies

 The Reliability Standards must require that validated IBR models 
for studies to assess impacts of registered and unregistered IBRs, 
individually and collectively, including IBR-DERs, on bulk power 
system.
 It is necessary to mandate that planning and operational studies 

evaluate the effects of all IBRs, both within and across planning 
and operational boundaries, under standard operating 
circumstances as well as during contingency events.

14150376
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IBR Reliability Gaps – Performance Requirements
The Reliability Standards must ensure that registered IBRs
 Offer frequency and voltage assistance during deviations to aid in meeting the 

system's requirements for vital reliability services.
 Set definite and trustworthy technical boundaries and capabilities for 

registered Inverter-Based Resources to guarantee consistent and dependable 
operation under both standard conditions and during contingency events.
 Require that the operational aspects of registered IBRs contribute towards 

meeting the overall system needs for essential reliability services.
– Registered IBR frequency and voltage ride-through requirements
– Bulk power system planner and operator voltage ride-through mitigation activities
– Post-disturbance IBR ramp rate interactions and phase-lock-loop synchronization

14150376
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Ancillary Service definitions and characteristics

14150376

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In this section, we will provide a high-level overview and description of some existing ancillary services, as well as newly introduced products. Many modifications to existing services and the specifications of newer ones are attributed to changes in the resource mix, evolving operating paradigms, introduced reliability standards, or other technological advancements.
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Ancillary Service Technical Definitions, 
Characteristics

Objective Quantity of 
Need

Speed of 
Response

Duration of 
Response

Frequency of 
Deployment

Deployment 
Mechanism

Eligible 
Providers

Direction of 
Service

Compensation 
Mechanism

14150376

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
- There are a number of grid services and their definitions vary by region. These are some of the aspects make up the definition.��- Purpose/objective: stabilize system frequency, bring frequency to nominal level, replace other reserve, reduce area control error (ACE), reduce price spikes, reduce system costs��- Requirement calculation��- Speed: instantaneous response, non-instantaneous response, automatic control, manual control, response speed, ramp response time, delay allowance��- Duration (of sustained output)��- Frequency to be called (calls per year)��- Direction (upward, downward, both),��- Deployment process: Automatic generation control (AGC) every few seconds or real-time dispatch every few minutes
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Contingency Reserve
(Secondary and Tertiary/ Spinning and Non-Spinning Reserves)

14150376

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Next, a brief overview of contingency reserves is presented.
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Contingency Reserve

Disturbance

Fr
eq

ue
nc

y 
(H

z)

60

Primary Reserve 
(frequency 
responsive 

reserve)

Secondary Reserve 
(spinning  and non-
spinning reserve)

Secondary Freq. Control

Tertiary Reserve 
(supplemental 

reserve)

Bring back to a secure state

14150376

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
- Contingency reserves are essential components of power system operation, acting as a safety net to address unexpected disruptions or imbalances in electricity supply and demand. �- In the event of a contingency, the Primary reserves - often referred to as frequency response reserves kick in first, provide an immediate response to sudden changes by adjusting generation or load to arrest the frequency change and stabilize the frequency. �- Secondary reserves offer additional support by responding within minutes to bring back the frequency to nominal value, while tertiary reserves are called upon during more extended time frames, enabling grid operators to address contingencies and maintain grid reliability. �- Together, these reserves ensure the stability and resilience of the power grid under varying operational conditions.
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Contingency Reserve

 Definition: Generation capacity reserved to address 
unplanned outages

 Purpose: Used following a contingency to correct the 
frequency and/or ACE

 Performance requirements:
– Speed: 10 minutes (BAL-002)
– Duration: 30 – 60 minutes
– Deployment process: Event-Based
– Resource participation: Both online and offline
– Direction: Upward
– Market process: Day-Ahead and Real-Time markets
– Frequency to be called: Event-based (generator 

contingency)
 Required tests and certifications

 The performance requirements in some 
ISOs/RTOs  effectively preclude wind and solar 
from providing these reserves. 

 Standalone VER has been integrated into system 
dispatch in all ISO/RTO markets in North America 
but, to our knowledge, is not yet meaningfully 
providing contingency reserves in any of them.

 CAISO certified its first solar facility to provide 
spinning reserve in June 2019, but the amount of 
reserves solar has provided has been extremely 
small. CAISO is also developing participation 
models that would allow standalone VER to 
participate more fully in AS markets. SPP appears 
to allow VER to provide downward regulation 
reserves, though it is not clear how frequently it is 
doing so. ERCOT is currently the only area in the 
US that formally allows wind and solar to provide 
contingency reserve services. 

 However, storage (batteries) are eligible to 
provide contingency reserves in all ISOs.

Other Common names: spinning/non-spinning reserves, 
synchronized/non-synchronized reserves, 10-minute 
spinning/non-spinning reserves, supplemental reserves

14150376
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Contingency Reserve: Practical Characteristics
ISO-NE NYISO PJM MISO SPP ERCOT CAISO IESO AESO

Product name – 
Spinning reserve

Ten-Minute 
Spinning Reserve 

(TMSR)

Spinning 
Reserve

Synchronized 
Reserve (SR)

Spinning 
Reserve

Spinning 
Reserve

Responsive 
Reserve

ERCOT 
Contingency 

Reserve Service 
(ECRS)

Spinning 
Reserve

10 min 
operating 

reserve sync 
(10S)

Spinning 
Reserve

Product name – 
Non-spinning 
reserves and 
supplemental 
reserves

Ten-Minute Non-
Spinning Reserve 

(TMNSR)

Non-spinning 
reserve

Non-
Synchronized 
Reserve (NSR)

Supplemental 
reserve

Supplemental 
Reserves

Non-spin 
reserve

Non-spinning 
Reserve

10 min 
operating 

reserve non-
sync (10N), 30 
min operating 
reserve non-

sync (30R)

Supplemental 
Reserves

Minimum 
continuous energy 
when dispatched

60 min 60 min 30 min 60 min 60 min
None specified

ECRS -2 hours 
30 min 60 min 60 min

Eligibility 
Requirements

Must have 
electronic 
dispatch 

capability. Offline 
resources can 
provide up to 

audited CLAIM10 
for 10-min 

reserve.

Must offer as 
flexible (not 

fixed). If 
online, must 
not be block 

loaded. 
Special rules 
for demand 
side AS and 

BTM 
resources.

Nuclear, wind, 
solar, storage 

resources, and 
hydro have 

default values 
of Tier 1 

Synchronized 
Reserve set to 

0, unless 
request 

extension.

All regulation 
qualified 
resources 

except energy 
storage is 
eligible. 

Dispatchable 
intermittent 

resources are 
not eligible.

Resources can 
self-certify, may 

require 
deployment 

test.

Governors must 
be in service. 

Requires testing 
over 8-h period 
where ERCOT 
may ask it to 

provide service 
at any time.

Must be able to 
respond to 5-
min dispatch. 

Includes 
certification 

and testing to 
qualify

Equal to the 
largest first 
contingency 
loss on the 

system. 
Typically, ~900 

MW.

greater of (1) 
the single 

largest 
contingency 
and (2) the

sum of 3% of 
AESO hourly 

integrated load 
plus 3% of 

AESO hourly 
integrated 

generation. 14150376

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
- Most U.S. ISOs/RTOs procure contingency reserves in the day-ahead market, which allows for the co-optimization of energy and reserves across the operating day, with residual procurement occurring in the real-time market.�- The exception is ISO-New England, which procures these reserves through a forward (pre-day-ahead) market, creating an obligation to supply in the day-ahead market. However, it then relies on a real-time market for the services. ISO-NE’s forward reserve procurement is intended to incentivize the construction of quick-start generation and is linked with its capacity market.�- PJM procures ancillary services in the day-ahead market but uses an aggregated reserve requirement, known as day-ahead scheduling reserve, in its day-ahead market to ensure capacity is scheduled in the day-ahead commitment.�- ERCOT does not schedule contingency reserves in real-time but may issue a supplemental ancillary service market prior to real-time if needed.�- IESO operates a real-time market for contingency re
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Regulation Reserve

14150376

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
A brief overview of regulation reserves is discussed next.
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Regulating Reserve
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Regulation Due to Variability

Regulation Due to Uncertainty

 Corrects for variability and uncertainty
 Automatic Generation Control (AGC)
 Area Control Error (ACE)
 Selected based on lease cost 

(opportunity and wear-and-tear)

2-6 second cycle through AGC
Correct the current 

imbalance
– Between economic scheduling 

intervals
14150376

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
- Unlike other reserves that are based on significant events, regulating reserve is deployed continuously to adjust to the actual variability of load as well as deviations from VER schedules, resource dispatch instructions, import schedules, and any other variable factors which are not contingencies.��- Regulating reserves are controlled through the automatic generation control (AGC) process. The AGC process operates in between the dispatch intervals in the real-time market and ensures any changes from the real-time market are balanced on a time cycle ranging from 2-6 seconds��- Regulating reserve service is used to minimize the balancing area authority's (BAA’s) ACE. This involves correcting imbalances between economic scheduling intervals within Independent System Operators (ISOs). This ensures that economic considerations are aligned with the real-time operational needs of the power grid. ��- Regulating reserves may be deployed based on economic factors outside ISOs, emphasizing the broader application o
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Regulation Reserve

 Definition: Continuous control of resources’ regulating 
range through AGC signals every few seconds

 Purpose: Minimize the BAA’s ACE (manage actual 
variability; both over- and under-generation conditions)

 Performance requirements:
 Speed: 2-6 second signal, response may be slower
 Duration: 15-60 minutes
 Deployment process: Non-event (continuous)
 Resource participation: online, require AGC 

communication and control
 Direction: bidirectional
 Market process: DA/RT
 Frequency to be called: AGC every 2-6 seconds 
 Required tests and certifications

 The ability to provide regulation service can 
vary by operators’ duration requirements

 Some ISOs, including ERCOT, PJM, and SPP, 
allow VERs to participate in frequency 
regulation markets.

 In ERCOT and PJM, batteries are currently 
providing over 60% and 30%, respectively, 
of the total regulation capacity (and other 
ISOs have growing participation by these 
resources).

 IBRs respond faster and more efficiently to 
regulation signals than do traditional 
resources. 

 Studies have shown VERs to be technically 
capable of providing regulation, but there 
is loss of energy market revenue for them 
to do so.

Other Common names: Regulation, AGC reserve, load 
frequency control, regulating up and regulating down 

14150376
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Regulation Reserve: Practical Characteristics
ISO-NE NYISO PJM MISO SPP ERCOT CAISO IESO AESO

Product 
name Regulation Regulation Regulation Regulation

Regulation Up, 
Regulation 

Down
Regulation Service Regulation Up, 

Regulation Down Regulation Regulation

Regulation 
up / 
Regulation 
down 
product

combined combined combined combined separate separate separate combined combined

Frequency of 
signal (sec.) 4 sec. 6 sec. 2 sec. 4 sec. 4 sec. 4 sec. 4 sec. 4 sec. 4 sec.

Duration 
requirement
(min)

15 15 15 15 60 8 15 15 15

Frequency 
Response 
and/or 
Control 
Signals

AGC set points at 
4 sec intervals 

6 sec. 
automatic 

control signal 
(telemetered 
every 6 sec.)

AGC signal 

Automatic 
control signal 
every 4 sec. 

(telemetered 
every 2 sec.)

Follow a 
dispatch signal 
(test includes 

max Regulation 
Ramp Rate)

Automatic control 
signals (additional 
qualifications for 
Fast Responding 

Regulation Service)

Control full range 
without manual 
intervention and 

sustain its ramp rate 

AGC signal AGC signal 

Minimum 
Response

1 MW/min;
Gen: Min (5 MW, 

or   2*[AGC 
SetPoint 

Deadband + 1]; 
Others: 1 MW

During testing 
Min (Regulation 

Capacity 
response rate * 

5 minutes, or 
max capacity)

0.1 MW - - - 0.5 MW - -

Instructions 
or rules for 
intermittent 
resources

- - -

DIRs are not 
eligible for DA 

or RT 
operating 

reserve

Setpoint 
instructions if 

cleared for 
regulation down

Post 2010 
resources must 
provide primary 

frequency 
response

- - -

Terminology 
for 
Renewables

Renewable 
Technology 

Resource

Intermittent 
Power 

Resources 
-

Dispatchable 
Intermittent 

Resource (DIR)

Dispatchable 
Variable Energy 
Resource (DVER)

Intermittent 
Renewable 

Resource (IRR)

Eligible Intermittent 
Resource (EIR) - -

14150376

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
- In most ISOs, Regulation is primarily provided by generators with AGC and the ability to automatically adjust output based on a control signal. ��- However, in PJM, over 30% of Regulation is currently provided by batteries and flywheels (and other ISOs have growing participation by these resources). Suppliers of regulation offer in their capability levels (in MW), capability offers (in $/MW-h), and mileage offers ($/MW-movement).��- Within an ISO region, regulation is either procured on a zonal basis with separate prices or system-wide (in some cases there are subregional procurement requirements but a single system price). ��- Most ISOs/RTOs procure regulation in the day-ahead market, where regulating reserves are co-optimized with energy and contingency reserves. Most also settle regulation in the real-time market.��- However, PJM and ISO-New England procure regulation only in real-time market operations and ERCOT only in the day-ahead market. In ERCOT, regulation can be procured as an optional feature 
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Regulation: Separate the Service or Keep it the Same?
 Key Question: What are the advantages and disadvantages of bifurcating 

the regulating reserve product into two directional products?
 Key Points:

– Regulation is a key service that is procured through ancillary service 
markets in U.S. ISO/RTO markets

– About half U.S. market operators have a single regulating reserve 
product and half have two directional products

– Regions with a combined product are considering a move to separate 
products

– Economic efficiency benefits are the key stated reason why the move 
to two products

– Separate products also allow for different directional requirements 
when probability and magnitude of upward/downward changes differ

– In this analysis, we found clear economic efficiency benefits to 
separating out the products, but they may be overstated without 
considering deployment of regulation

– Price formation can be complicated with separate products
– The impact on market clearing computational efficiency is unclear
– There are significant costs associated with the assessment and 

stakeholder processes that may outweigh benefits

Separating may be better, but enough to justify a change?

Changing design 
or starting from 

scratch?

Determining whether to change from 
combined to separate or vice-versa

Starting from scratch (new 
product or major software 

or market upgrade)

Perform economic analysis of
the change under current and 

future scenarios.

Make sure to consider, if possible, deployment 
of regulation, in analysis. If not, may be best to

assume lower benefits from separated reg
products than shown in commercial PCM tools.

Consider cost associated with design, 
stakeholder debate, regulatory filing, and 

software design, implementation and testing

Will price formation be 
impacted and are the 

stakeholders educated on how 
to offer? Will computation time 

be affected?

Regulating Reserve Market
Design Choice

Cost Benefit Analysis

Regulating Reserve Service and Ancillary Service Market: One Combined Products or Two Separate Bifurcated 
Directional Products?. EPRI, Palo Alto, CA: 2023. 3002025037.

14150376

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
There is increasing interest in various ISOs to understand the benefits/impacts of considering regulation service as one combined product or two separate bifrucated directional products. EPRI has done a study to address this aspect and published our findings.
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Regulation: Combined and Separate

ISO-NE NYISO PJM MISO SPP ERCOT CAISO
AESO IESO

Product 
name

Regulation Regulation Regulation Regulation Regulation 
Up,  
Regulation 
Down

Regulation 
Service

Regulation 
Up,  
Regulation 
Down

Regulation Regulation

Regulation 
up / 
Regulation 
down 
product

Combined Combined Combined Combined Separate Separate Separate Combined combined

Forecast Net Load

Initial Net Load

Dispatch Trajectory
Actual Net Load
Regulating Reserve Deployed

Maximum 
Capacity

Minimum
Capacity

Energy Schedule

Upward 
Regulating 
Reserve

Downward 
Regulating 
Reserve

Maximum 
Capacity

Minimum
Capacity Energy Schedule

Upward 
Regulating 
Reserve

Maximum 
Capacity

Minimum
Capacity

Energy Schedule

Downward 
Regulating 
Reserve

Combined Separate 

Combined: A resource must have ample 
“head room” AND equal amount of ample 
“leg room” to provide regulation based on 
its minimum and maximum capacity

Separate: A resource need only ample head 
room OR ample foot room to provide either 
regulating up OR regulating down, 
respectively. Renewables often have ample 
foot room since they have a minimum 
capacity equal to 0, but do not have head 
room unless they have been curtailed below 
the available energy level.

14150376

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The table shows the ISOs highlighting which have regulation as combined or separated product.��In the top left figure, the blue trace is economic dispatch going on from initial net load to forecasted net load in 5 or 10 minute horizon. The actual net load can go both above and below that trajectory. We rely on regulating resources to meet these changes happening form the dispatch trajectory.��In the top right figure a representation of combined versus separate regulating reserve service is shown. The resources can have a minimum capacity and a maximum capacity, in combined regulation, we can resources that can provide same amount of regulation in upward direction as well as downward direction. While in separated regulation service, we can have different resources providing upward regulation reserves versus downward regulating reserves.
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Primary Frequency Response

14150376

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
A brief overview of frequency responsive reserves are presented next.
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Frequency Control
Other Common names: primary contingency reserve, frequency responsive reserve,    
governor response, primary control reserve, or frequency governor response.

Objectives
• Avoid Under frequency load shedding
• Share responsibility across an interconnection
• Stable frequency

• Current issues exist
• Governor dead bands, blocked governors, sliding pressure

Load Shedding!
More realistic Governor 

Participation
60%
50%

40%

E, Ela et al., Active Power Control from 
Wind Power: Bridging the Gaps, NREL 
Technical Report, December 2013.

J. Ingleson and E. Allen, “Tracking the Eastern 
Interconnection Frequency Governing 
Characteristic,” IEEE Power and Energy Society 
General Meeting 2010.

Renewable Controls Mitigate Issue

VERs with control supports interconnection frequency response14150376

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
- Primary frequency control is essential for maintaining the stability of electrical grids by swiftly responding to sudden imbalances between power generation and demand. This immediate and automatic adjustment helps to avoid under frequency load shedding (UFLS) and to stabilize the frequency. By rapidly addressing disturbances, primary frequency control plays a crucial role in sharing responsibility across interconnections averting potential grid instabilities, contributing to the overall reliability of the power system.��- There are some issues that exist. We are seeing a decline in frequency response trend over years in the US eastern interconnection. A lower beta implies that the system is less responsive to fluctuations, potentially leading to slower frequency recovery during disturbances. To overcome this, it's crucial to enhance primary frequency control mechanisms, invest in advanced control strategies, and deploy technologies like storage and other IBRs that can provide rapid and precise responses t
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Regulation vs. Primary Frequency Response (PFR)
 Regulation brings ACE to zero, PFR is proportional to frequency deviation and stabilizes 

frequency
– PFR does not correct frequency deviation (to zero), but arrests it from further decline
– Regulation corrects frequency deviation by correcting ACE

 Regulation (theoretically) only corrects for imbalances within area, primary frequency 
response corrects imbalances across interconnection

 Primary frequency response is autonomous local control, regulation is through AGC, as 
directed by system operator

 Primary frequency response typically for large contingency events (> 36 mHz), regulation 
used all the time

 Regulation ensures that it does not counter what the area should be providing through PFR 
through frequency bias

 Regulation performance through Control Performance Standards (CPS1); PFR through 
frequency response obligation (FRO)
– The Balancing Area ACE Limit requirement has overlap across the two

 Markets exist explicitly for regulation; implicit or do not exist for PFR

14150376
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FERC Order 842

 Requires all newly interconnecting facilities, synchronous and 
non-synchronous (IBRs) to install, maintain, and operate 
equipment capable of providing primary frequency response as a 
condition of interconnection
 Requires a 5% droop and 36 mHz dead band or less
 Sustainable response (no withdrawal)
 Storage to provide response but exempt from sustainable 

response if state-of-charge is limited
 Did not include head room requirements or compensation 

requirements
14150376

https://www.ferc.gov/sites/default/files/2020-06/Order-842.pdf
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Fast Frequency Response
How does it differ?
 Thermal and hydraulic time constants exist 

for PFR from thermal and hydro generation
 Synchronous inertia – immediate response 

to event, slows down rate of change of 
frequency, but does not balance mechanical 
supply to load

 Fast Frequency Response
– PFR, that needs control signal to trigger but 

power electronics lack substantial time delays
– Can support raising frequency nadir and 

frequency response 
– Not the same as synchronous inertia 
– Generally, requires operation below maximum 

availability for IBRs
– Research looking at operating power systems 

without any inertia and “grid forming inverters”
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
- In the US, Fast Frequency Response (FFR) is a service that has recently been defined in ERCOT. The newly defined FFR product in ERCOT has a faster response time and earlier frequency trigger. This service is also used in the United Kingdom and other European countries.��- FFR is an active power service that is provided almost immediately (0.25 seconds delay in ERCOT) and in this respect, it is slower than inertia (which is an instantaneous service) but faster than Primary Frequency Response.
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Synchronous Inertia

 Slows the rate of frequency decline 
 Maintain synchronism
 Less inertia could require more or faster
  primary frequency response to avoid UFLS
 IBRs do not provide synchronous inertia
 Methods for extracting inertia of rotating wind turbines to the grid 

lead to a “pay back” in energy to prevent stalling
 No inertia requirement in U.S.

– ERCOT has a minimum inertia monitor of 100 GVA*s [7]
– Hydro Quebec requires synthetic inertia response 
   from IBRs

14150376
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Hydro Quebec’s – Synthetic Inertia Requirements 
 Hydro Quebec requires its generation resources to provide inertia or 

inertia emulation. [8]
 Hydro Quebec has included a new term to describe IBRs, “SERMO”, 

which is defined as an energy source (such as wind energy, solar 
irradiation or energy stored in a battery) connected through inverters. 
 The generating stations using SERMOs with installed capacity greater 

than 10 MW must be designed with the following frequency control 
functions:
– Primary frequency control for all SERMO technologies 
– Inertial response (synthetic inertia) for wind generating stations only 

 This mandated requirement by Hydro Quebec - for an asynchronous 
resource to provide a service provided by synchronous resources - is 
unique across the worldwide electricity industry. 

14150376

https://www.hydroquebec.com/data/transenergie/pdf/Exigences_raccordement_centrales_ang_2022-07-15.pdf
https://www.hydroquebec.com/data/transenergie/pdf/Exigences_raccordement_centrales_ang_2022-07-15.pdf
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Flexibility/Ramping Reserves

14150376
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Flexible ramping reserves

 Requirements based on short-term 
variability and uncertainty
– 5-10 minute variability
– Avoid ramp infeasibilities that lead to price 

spikes
– Low-priced demand
 curves

 MISO: Since May 2016
 CAISO: Since November 2016
 SPP: 2021 
 Longer-term products in development

Other Common names: ramp capability, load following, flexible ramp, 
following reserve

14150376

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
- Flexible ramping reserves is a new product that grid operators have designed. ��- Flexibility reserves is already implemented in CAISO, MISO, and SPP and being discussed in other areas. Similar to regulating reserve, the service is used for normal operations rather than for significant events. However, the flexibility reserve capacity is held by the real-time economic dispatch (and possibly also procured in the day-ahead and earlier market processes) based on a ramping requirement forecast, and then deployed by a subsequent real-time security constrained economic dispatch (RTSCED), rather than the AGC.��- Flexibility reserves are being implemented because not enough ramp capability was otherwise being committed and dispatched when meeting the real-time system net load forecasts, given uncertainty about upward and downward ramping requirements within the SCED look-ahead intervals. 
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Short-Term Ramping Reserves: Practical Characteristics
MISO CAISO SPP 

Product name Up and down Ramp Capability Flexible Ramping Product–upward and 
downward reserves

Ramp Capability Product

Time 
Requirement

10 mins 5 mins 10 mins

Quantity 
Requirement 
Method

Expected variability + unexpected 
uncertainty (e.g.1075 MW since 
9/2021)

Expected variability + 95th percentile of 
uncertainty

2023 added a regression model that 
utilizes the “prevailing load/wind/solar 
forecasts” to accompany the historical 
histogram

Net load changes plus 95th percentile 
of uncertainty

Quantity 
Requirement

Large range depending on time of day. 
Approximately  2,000 MW for upward 
ramp capability on average.

Also varies significantly. Up to about 
350 MW for upward ramp capability.

Varies significantly depending on hour 
of day (e.g. > 1400 MW during morning 
ramp and at the minimum of 200 MW 
when variability/uncertainty is low 
such as in the late evening). Average 
~500.

Included 
market or 
process

Day-Ahead Market, real-time look 
ahead commitment, and real-time 
market

Both Fifteen Minute Market and real-
time (5-minute)  economic dispatch 

Day-ahead, RUC, and real-time

14150376
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Long-Term Ramping Reserves: Practical Characteristics

MISO CAISO (proposed) SPP 
Product name Short-Term Reserve Imbalance Reserve Uncertainty Product

Time Requirement 30 mins 15-min, but focused on day-ahead One Hour

Quantity Requirement Dynamically determined offline through 
loss of generation and flow constraints
Requirements exist for “local, sub-
regional, and market-wide needs”

Based on forecast differences 
between day-ahead and fifteen-
minute market

Forecasted net obligation 
change and net obligation 
forecast error

Online & Offline 
Participation

Yes Yes Yes

Offer or Lost Opportunity 
Based

Online resources at lost opportunity, 
while offline resources provide an offer

Online resources at lost 
opportunity, while offline 
resources provide an offer

Approx. Requirement 
Range

0 – 2000 MW. Varies hour 
to hour and by day.

14150376
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Reactive power supply/ Voltage control service

14150376
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Reactive power supply/ 
Voltage control service

 Definition: generation service for producing or absorbing of 
reactive power to maintain transmission voltages on 
transmission facilities within acceptable limits.

 Purpose: to control voltage variations and to increase the 
power transfer capability of the system.

 Performance requirements:
– Power Factor Range: within the power factor range of 

0.95 leading to 0.95 lagging
– Point of Measurement: Reactive power requirement is 

measured at the high side of the generator substation.
– Control option: Static (from slower resources), dynamic 

(faster resources)
– Real Power Output Level: Generating Facility is required 

to meet the reactive power requirements at all levels of 
real power output

 Per the FERC Order 827, issued in 2016, 
all newly interconnecting technologies 
must have the capability to provide 
reactive power and voltage support. 

 This includes non-synchronous 
technologies such as wind power (type 
3 and 4) and modern solar generators.

 Voltage control service does not have 
competitive auction-based markets in 
any of the North American ISOs.

 It is generally paid as a cost-based 
service, where ISOs compensate 
resources for the costs that are 
incurred when providing the service, 
including the lost opportunity costs.

14150376
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FERC Order 827
 Eliminate exemption for new wind generation (and other non-synchronous generation) to 

provide reactive power support
 Applies only to new generation and not existing

– Would apply to existing plants making upgrades with new interconnection requests
 Dynamic reactive power at high-side of generator substation and not point of interconnection

– Due to commenter’s suggestions of higher costs at point of interconnection
– Rather than combination of static support at point of interconnection

 Requirement is for all active power output
– Current PJM requirement exempts wind generation when below 25% of max capacity

 No changes to compensation procedures
– Existing methodologies for synchronous generators may not apply to nonsynchronous 

generators – need to propose a method for calculating compensation

14150376

https://www.ferc.gov/sites/default/files/2020-04/E-1_72.pdf
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Services by VERs/IBRs

14150376
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Can wind (and solar) provide Ancillary Services?
And are they?

 Technical capability to provide 
most services demonstrated 
and proved [9], [10]
 FERC Order 827, 842 requires 

capability

Challenges still exist
– Regulatory
– Economic
– Forecast uncertainty (Operator 

confidence)

CAISO, First Solar, NREL, “Demonstration of Essential Reliability Services by a 
300-MW Solar Photovoltaic Plant,” NREL/TP-5D00-6799, March 2017.

14150376

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
It is seen that in US, batteries are now providing all services to a pretty full extent with the exception of some of the inverter issues with providing synchronous inertia.��This slide aims to highlight that there are still limitations and challenges that exist for VERs to provide grid services. From a capability perspective VERs are capable of providing most of the services and this has been proved and demonstrated through various studies. However, there are still various challenges to be addressed. 
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Ancillary Services
Do (Grid Following) VERs provide? Instantaneous events

Operating 
Reserve

Regulating 
Reserve

Contingency 
Reserve

Flexibility 
Reserve

Ramping 
Reserve

Correct the current ACE

Manual (Part of Optimal Dispatch)

Longer duration events

Secondary

Tertiary

Secondary

Tertiary

Stabilize Frequency

Return Frequency to nominal 
and/or ACE to zero

Bring back to n-1 secure 
state

Return Frequency to nominal  
and/or ACE to zero

Bring back to secure state

Automatic (Within Optimal Dispatch)

Correct the anticipated ACE

Non-
Event

Event

Primary

Inertia Reduce ROCOF

Volt/Reactive 
Control/Reserve

Static Dynamic

Black Start 
Restoration

Planning 
Reserve

ICAP Flexible 
Capacity

Short circuit 
Contribution

Providing service

Providing in limited cases

Can provide but do not

Not capable

14150376

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This slide categorizes the various services and indicates whether traditional grid-following VERs/IBRs are currently providing these services, or if they are capable or not capable of doing so. Many of these capabilities are evolving with new technologies and innovations.
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Grid Services Markets and Revenues

14150376
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Electricity Market Comparisons 

Total 
Market 
Volume 

($B)

All-in-
Price 

($/MWh)

Energy 
($B)

Ancillary 
Services 

Markets ($M)

Uplift 
($M)

Financial 
Transmission 
Rights ($M)

Capacity 
Market 

($M)

AESO
(CAD$)

20.4 162.46 19.9 501 4.57 N/A N/A

CAISO 21.6 95 21.1 237 700 265 N/A

ERCOT 32.2 74.92 29.3 1,572 368 1,098 N/A

IESO 
(CAD$)

23 47.8 6.6 59 260.93 60.1 68.48

ISO-NE 16.7 140 11.7 100 50 0.6 2,000

MISO 48.5 73 43 106 140 385 5,979

NYISO 13.6 90.18 11.9 181 94 144 2,247

PJM 86.22 105.34 62.4 844 290 1,647 6,252

SPP 54 50.83 48.6 584 173 2655 N/A

[11] Wholesale Electricity Market Design in North America: Reference Guide: 2022 
Review. EPRI, Palo Alto, CA: 2022. 3002024553.14150376

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
- There are seven U.S. ISOs and two Canadian ISOs, depicted in the map shown. Each of the nine ISOs have some form of ancillary service markets for a subset of ancillary services.��- It can be noted that there are variations across different regions, there are differences in volume across different products.��- Table provides perspective on ancillary service market volume by placing these expenditures alongside market expenditures for all wholesale services (but excluding administrative costs). Historically, ancillary services have accounted for between 0.5% - 3% of total wholesale payments in organized markets, which can equate to over $1 billion worth of procurement in the United States organized markets. ��- Resource mix is different as we can see upper right fig. The difference in resource mix is relevant because it may drive the different market designs in different regions as well as the potential of resources that will be available to provide ancillary services. 
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01 04

02 03

Tariff Fixed or 
Formula 

Based Rates
Competitive 
Solicitations

Supplied 
Without 

Payment

Bid Based 
Auction 
Markets

Mechanisms to Procure Ancillary Services

14150376

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Within the organized electricity markets – those that are operated and administered by ISOs and RTOs – ancillary services are procured through several mechanisms: ��* Bid based – ex contingency reserves, regulation reserves etc.�* System operators compensate resources for provision of reactive power through tariff-based rates and formulas, which in most cases include compensation for both capability and provision. �* Competitive solicitation: contractual mechanisms�* Without compensation: inertia
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From an IBR’s perspective…

Market Revenues
• Ancillary Service 

Markets are small 
and thin

• Potential revenues 
could grow over time

Cost of Provision
• Foregone energy 

revenues
• Renewable energy or 

emission credits
• Financial incentives 

based on energy 
production

• Equipment or 
administrative costs

The decision about whether to provide ancillary 
services must balance potential revenues with the 
cost of providing the service

14150376
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Ancillary Services
How are they compensated? Instantaneous events

Operating 
Reserve

Regulating 
Reserve

Contingency 
Reserve

Flexibility 
Reserve

Ramping 
Reserve

Correct the current ACE

Manual (Part of Optimal Dispatch)

Longer duration events

Secondary

Tertiary

Secondary

Tertiary

Stabilize Frequency

Return Frequency to nominal 
and/or ACE to zero

Bring back to n-1 secure 
state

Return Frequency to nominal  
and/or ACE to zero

Bring back to secure state

Automatic (Within Optimal Dispatch)

Correct the anticipated ACE

Non-
Event

Event

Primary

Inertia Reduce ROCOF

Black Start 
Restoration

Planning 
Reserve

ICAP Flexible 
Capacity

Short circuit 
Contribution

Competitive auctions
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Cost recovery

No known 
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Volt/Reactive 
Control/Reserve
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This represents a kind of interpretation; there are differences across various regions. This is our view on the common treatment of services.
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Why do not all services have competitive markets?

 Some reliability attributes are not currently incentivized
 Sometimes auctions and market-based pricing for certain services may be 

impractical
Reasons why a market product may not be 
implemented

Example

Too complex to design (e.g., software complexity) Volt/VAR support
Too specific to certain local areas (little to no 
competition)

Volt/VAR support

System inherently has more than sufficient amounts of 
the service 

Synchronous Inertia

Costs for the service may be small, so cost of 
administrating market product may outweigh benefits

Black start (restoration) service

A specific resource requirement rather than a system-
wide need

Low Voltage Ride Through

The examples are used for illustrative purposes only and the reason may not be necessarily true for each example in each region.

Markets are not necessarily needed for every grid service!14150376

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Based on the previous slide, one might think that we have competitive markets for all types of services. However, many ancillary services do not have competitive auction-based markets, unlike those in place for various operating reserve products. There are a multitude of reasons for this. A few examples are provided to illustrate why a market product may not be considered.
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Ancillary Service Market Design

Two-Settlement

Payments for capacity reserved not deployed reserve

Co-optimization with energy and lost opportunity cost

Pricing Hierarchy and Cascading

Administrative Shortage Pricing

Market Power mitigation

Regulation pay for performance
14150376

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Some of the key design aspects related to ancillary service market design are listed. This has converged to standards in US. With market renewal program (MRP) many of these features would be in place in IESO and we see lot of characteristics around the world. Very important for understanding where are the revenue opportunities for the resources (IBRs) to provide that.��- Two settlement: Day-ahead market (DAM), Real-time market (RTM). The sequence of settlements in the ancillary service markets are not as consistent. ��- Payment for capacity reserve not deployed: It is important to note first that ancillary service payments are provided for the capacity reservation of the supplier of the ancillary service. When deployed and additional energy is provided, the additional energy is paid through the energy market prices. ��- Co-Optimization of energy and lost opportunity cost: Ancillary services that are procured and compensated through competitive markets are typically co-optimized with energy and with each othe
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Future Market Outcomes

4

Today

Energy

Capacity

Ancillary Services

Energy
Capacity
Ancillary Services

Energy
Capacity
Ancillary Services

Energy
Capacity
Ancillary Services

Energy
Capacity
Ancillary Services

Which Future?

Fully Decarbonized Markets: Recent Industry Research & Price Formation Fundamentals. EPRI, Palo Alto, CA: 2023. 
3002028684.
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Ancillary Service Considerations for Future System Scenarios

Does this product (e.g., 
“x-minute reserve”) 

still make sense and 
provide value on this 
future resource mix 

and scenario?

Are there new grid 
services in the future 
that we don’t know 

about? Will they need 
to be incentivized?

Will pricing be on 
opportunity costs or will 

we need greater 
incentives?

How does this emerging 
technology provide this 

flexibility service 
differently than existing 

technologies?

Are we setting the 
requirements for this 

product based on what 
they are actually used 

for?

Will ancillary services be 
a substantial revenue 

source on future 
systems?

14150376
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Overcoming Barriers

Informing stakeholders is key to addressing all barriers

Technology 
Barrier

•  Challenge: Limitations in technology (resource or grid operator) to provide and deliver the grid 
service.

• Action: Develop and demonstrate the control strategy. Show that it works and service can be 
provided. 

Reliability 
Barrier

•  Challenge (performance): Grid Operators are not certain whether these technologies will perform 
adequately or if it will negatively impact the system.

• Action: Run power system simulations to demonstrate reliability benefits.

Economic 
Barrier

•  Challenge: Technology to provide a specific service may be too expensive, or cost to hold back 
energy to provide grid services may not be justifiable.

• Action: Run techno-economic simulations (e.g., production cost simulation) to demonstrate 
whether true and under what circumstances.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This slide shows the barriers and the processes to overcome them. The barriers are ordered as follows: technology, reliability, and economic barriers. This could be a process that regulators, ISOs, and utilities can collectively consider for IBRs providing grid services.
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Conclusions and Next Steps

14150376
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Takeaways
 Penetrations of IBRs are growing
 Maintaining future grid stability and 

reliability hinges on IBRs providing some of 
the services currently (or formerly) provided 
by synchronous generators

 The procurement and deployment of the 
services can be implemented either as 
mandatory interconnection requirements or 
as market products. 

 Procurement and compensation mechanisms 
can consider the costs of provision

 At the same time, future energy markets are 
likely to change. Procurement methods may 
need to adapt to new conditions and price 
signals

14150376
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Next Steps on a Pathway toward 
VER/IBR Providing Grid Services

 Education and collaboration 
 Demonstrations and pilots of large 

facilities
 Evaluating tariff for eligibility criteria 

that is technology neutral
 Studies into potential efficiency and 

revenue opportunities
 Operational strategies (probabilistic 

information and exceedance forecasts)
 New technology concepts (Grid-forming 

inverters)
14150376

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This slide outlines, as an industry, what some of the next steps are to progress along this pathway where IBRs are providing grid services. This is when it provides value to the system, value to the consumer, and value to the technologies themselves.
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